Making homes happen

6. Creating a new community
The redevelopment of Ripon Barracks will foster a new outward-facing community that will grow, in its own unique way, to replace the spirit,
strength and support inherent in the current military community.
Community is at the heart of great places to live. Establishing a vibrant, safe and healthy environment starts with the quality of the development. We believe the scale of Ripon Barracks can provide homes which
meets differing needs, situated within an accessible neighbourhood supported by a range of local amenities. The image below sets out the key land uses and the extents of development, whilst retaining some
flexibility.

New homes
Based on the local housing needs assessed for the emerging Harrogate District Local Plan, we are proposing that 1,300 homes are delivered at Ripon Barracks. Of these, 30% will be affordable homes.
The majority of new homes will be for families and will have two and three bedrooms. There will be some smaller homes, which could include retirement properties and ‘Extra Care’ homes (which could benefit
from access to 24-hour care and support services) situated in a new local centre. Locating these homes in the heart of the development will encourage intergenerational activity and associated community
benefits.

Design quality and character
Homes England and the DIO are preparing a Design Guide that will seek to ensure
good design quality and place is achieved over the life of the development. The
Design Guide will form part of the outline planning application.
This Design Guide is proposed to cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employment

Level of enclosure
Arrangement of buildings facing onto streets
Building to building relationships
Legibility – how streets and footways connect to each other
Different types of streets and development associated with them (e.g. High Street,
quiet residential street, primary route though the development, mews/courtyards)
Appropriate density of homes in a location
Relationship to open space and public realm
Quality of open space and public realm
Incorporation of key site features

Extra Care at Heald Court farm

Local centre
The heart of the development will be a mixed-use local centre that could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Plan setting out the key land uses and the extents of the development. This
plan has been designed to retain some flexibility.

The diagram below sets out the existing facilities in the vicinity of the development.
These have been considered when shaping our plans.

A small convenience shop
Small commercial units (e.g. café, beautician, pet shop)
Flexible community space for both community and business use (e.g. playgroups,
meetings)
A new primary school
Public spaces (e.g. a small village square)
Parking that is appropriate and available to the range of uses in the centre
New homes built above and between the other uses. We believe it would be
suitable to consider this approach for retirement and extra care properties
Co-located employment space

Some example images from other exemplar developments are to the right.

Convenience Store

Nursery and Primary School

The below images show examples of different building types and densities
from developments across the UK.
Higher density examples:

Newhall, Harlow

Accordia, Cambridge

Newhall, Harlow

Upton, Northampton

Derwenthorpe, York

Coed Darcy, Wales

Precedent, rural housing

Medium density examples:

Coed Darcy, Wales
Lower density examples:

Neighbourhood facilities context plan

Windlebrook Park, Surrey

